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Asset

Manage and Track Assets Anywhere With 360-Degree  
Visibility From Procurement to Retirement

“We talked to Apptricity about 
developing a system that was 
tailor-made to fit our needs. They 
gave us what we asked for and 
so much more. Working together 
has been a really good fit.”

- President and CEO,
 Electrical Support Services Company

Apptricity Supply Chain Management is an 
integrated software solution suite that brings 
a new level of efficiency to your organization’s 
management of assets, inventory, field service 
and warehouse operations. By streamlining and 
automating end-to-end management, it saves 
you both time and money while giving you 
complete visibility and control, all in real-time.

Apptricity Asset provides the 360-degree visibility 
and accountability that’s missing in your asset 
management. It’s a unified, easy-to-use system 
that integrates with your existing tracking and 
ERP solutions to enable granular detail specific to: 
maintenance repair, product warranties, lifecycle 
management, incident reporting (with the ability to 
track cost), department allocations, and depreciation. 
Now you can manage assets across your organization 
by employee, location and other variables, with 
online incident reporting that documents problems, 
tracks defects, and provides valuable information to 
determine asset life.

Get Minute-by-Minute Visibility Status

When your organization can see asset status and 
location, it’s amazing how things change. Stockpiling 
and shortages decrease, warranties are invoked, 
maintenance gets done on schedule. Accountability 
and efficiency improve – dramatically.

Automate Your Best Practices

Every organization has their preferred way of getting 
things done. Apptricity software is designed to 
implement your unique configurations and business 
needs. Discover how a comprehensive asset 
management solution can perfectly fit your business.

Find Assets Anywhere, Any Time 

Put simply, Apptricity Asset allows you to track any 
asset, no matter where it’s located. We help the U.S. 
Army and Nestle track assets around the globe—
imagine what that kind of technology can do for your 
organization.

For more information, please visit:
info@apptricity.com 
Global:  +1 214.596.0601
USA:        1 800.693.2193

Apptricity is a leading global provider of IoT and M2M 
mobile enterprise solutions for supply chain management 
and spend management.
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